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Data model changes proposed for Version 2

(change log)
Ryan Scherle, editor

Download printable PDF of this document
(PDF date: )

This document describes changes to the data model that will be necessary to support Variations 2, version 2.
Specifically, it addresses changes to the data model necessary to implement the functionality described in the
Version 2.0 Development Proposal. A secondary purpose of this document is to describe items that were
implemented for version 1, but were not fully documented.

For a description of the existing data model, please see the Version 1 Data Model Specification and the Data
Dictionary.

This document does not address wider metadata issues, such as the possibility of moving to the FRBR format.

An issue of particular importance is the migration path for moving version 1 data to version 2 format. In most
instances, we are simply adding elements to the existing data model. Dumping and re−loading the data will be
sufficient to handle these changes. In cases where existing elements are deleted/renamed/reorganized, we will
need to provide an explicit conversion process.

Please note that this document is only a draft, and is still subject to revision. When this document is finalized,
a new version of the Data Model Specification will be produced that gives a comprehensive description of the
data model for version 2.0.

Areas of interest:

Summary of Changes• 
Bookmarks• 
Dates• 
Indices• 
Low Bandwidth• 
Notes• 
Searching• 
Structures and Bindings• 
Synchronization• 
Timelines• 
XML Style• 
Library Architecture• 
Future Considerations• 

Change Log

12/20/2002 − Initial revision (Ryan)• 
1/2/2003 − Added link to structure/bindings page, and thoughts on the migration path (Ryan)• 
1/7/2003 − Added implementation note, alphabetized links (Ryan)• 
1/10/2003 − Added link to printable PDF (Ryan)• 
2/6/2003 − Added link to summary (Ryan)• 
2/17/2003 − Added link to XML style page (Ryan)• 
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4/9/2003 − Added link to library architecture (Ryan)• 
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Summary of Proposed Changes
(change log)

Here is a summary of the changes proposed by each section of this document:

Bookmarks−−Remove chunk references. Add end offset. Allow opus bookmarks to reference
multiple containers and encompass a particular section of a work structure.

Low Bandwidth−−either add an AlternateBandwidths field, or allow a group of fields to be
repeated. One open question.

Notes−−Remove some note types. Collapse all descriptive types into a single type.

Searching−−Add internal processing to track the location of indexed fields.

Structures and Bindings−−Remove structural binding from container record. Remove
structure ID from bindings. Simplify container structures (but possibly not until next version).

Synchronization−−Add measure as a type of section in work structure. Add label to bindings.
Add a field to instantiations to indicate measure level bindings.

Timelines−−Create this data type.

Other−−Remove deleted status, which is being replaced with a "Delete" button.

Change Log

2/6/2003 − Initial version (Ryan)• 
2/7/2003 − Minor updates (Ryan)• 
2/25/2003 − Cleaned up as a result of metadata meeting (Ryan)• 
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Bookmarks
(change log)

Since the existing data model specification does not describe the format of bookmarks, Version 1.0
bookmarks are described below. Each user has their own set of bookmarks which is stored on the server, and
may be exported to an XML or HTML file. Bookmarks stored in XML form may also be imported into the
system.

Bookmarks are "owned" by a particular window. This means that bookmarks can only be opened in the
window where they were created. They only need to store the minimal amount of information needed for the
owning window to find a particular place in the media files it uses.

Version 1 Bookmarks

In the tables below, the A/E column indicates whether the field is stored as an attribute or an element when
stored as XML.

Bookmark Tree

The bookmark tree holds all of a user's folders. The annotation is typically used only in exported bookmarks,
to indicate the user's name and the time of export.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Folder 0..Many E Folder

Annotation 0..1 E Text

Folder

Users may organize their bookmarks into various folders. Folders may be nested to provide a hierarchical
organization of bookmarks.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Name 1 A Text

Annotation 0..1 E Text

Folder 0..Many E Folder

Bookmark 0..Many E Bookmark

Bookmark

Field Mult. A/E Type

Name 1 A Text

Type 1 A Bookmark Type Descriptor (Player, Viewer)

Annotation 0..1 E Text

Container 1 E Container Reference

Chunk 1 E Chunk Reference
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URL 1 E URL
Container Reference

This is the container which the bookmark references into. The offset is a number of milliseconds for
recordings, or a number of pages for scores.

Field Mult. A/E Type

ID 1 A ID

Offset 1 A Number

Title 1 E Text

Chunk Reference

Offsets in chunks are similar to offsets in containers, but the numbering is based on the chunk being accessed.
For scores, each chunk usually represents a single page, so the chunk offset is −1.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Offset 1 A Number

Title 1 E Text

Sample Bookmarks

Current Form

Note: There are no spaces in the URL. Linebreaks have been inserted here for readability.

<Bookmark name="Track 5. I Poco sostenuto−Vivace [0:00]" type="player">
    <annotation/>
    <container id="IU/Container/6" offset="1831121">
        Symphonies 5 &amp; 7 [sound recording] : Egmont overture
    </container>
    <chunk offset="121">
        Track 5. I Poco sostenuto−Vivace
    </chunk>
    <url>
       http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/variations2/access/type=player&
       container_id=IU/Container/6&start_offset=1831121
    </url>
</Bookmark>

<Bookmark name="Page 4" type="viewer">
    <annotation>My favorite page</annotation>
    <container id="IU/Container/3" offset="7">
        Symphony no. 7 in A major, op. 92
    </container>
    <chunk offset="−1">4</chunk>
    <url>
        http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/variations2/access/type=viewer&
        container_id=IU/Container/3&start_offset=7
    </url>
</Bookmark>

Data model changes proposed for Version 2
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Proposed Form

<Bookmark name="Track 5. I Poco sostenuto−Vivace [0:00]" type="player">
    <Annotation/>
    <FullName>Symphonies 5 &amp; 7 [sound recording] : Egmont overture; Track 5. I Poco sostenuto−Vivace</FullName>
    <ContainerRef offset="1831121">IU/Container/6</ContainerRef>
    <Url>
       http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/variations2/access/type=player&
       container_id=IU/Container/6&start_offset=1831121
    </Url>
</Bookmark>

<Bookmark name="Page 4" type="viewer">
    <Annotation>My favorite page</Annotation>
    <FullName>Symphony no. 7 in A major, op. 92; 4</FullName>
    <ContainerRef offset="7">IU/Container/3</ContainerRef>
    <Url>
        http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/variations2/access/type=viewer&
        container_id=IU/Container/3&start_offset=7
    </Url>
</Bookmark>

Proposed Opus Bookmark

<Bookmark name="Allegro con brio (M 32)" type="opus">
    <Annotation>My favorite section</Annotation>
    <FullName>
       Symphonies 5 &amp; 7 [sound recording] : Egmont overture; Symphony no. 7 in A major, op. 92
    </FullName>
    <InstantiationRef offset="183">IU/Instantiation/3061</InstantiationRef>
    <InstantiationRef>IU/Instantiation/3031</InstantiationRef>
    <WorkRef startNode="3" endNode="4">IU/Work/2001</WorkRef>
    <Url>
        http://purl.dlib.indiana.edu/iudl/variations2/access/type=opus&
        instantiation_id=IU/Instantiation/3061,IU/Instantiation/3031&start_offset=183&
        work_id=IU/Work/2001&work_start=3&work_end=4
    </Url>
</Bookmark>

Questions and Proposed Changes

Bookmark offsets:

Since the container reference and chunk reference are (mostly) redundant, the chunk
reference will be removed. When the user needs to see a chunk/track−based time (such as the
offset time displayed in a bookmark title), this time will be computed on the fly.

Ranges:

A bookmark can contain both a starting location and an ending location. The ending location will be
indicated by adding an endOffset to the container reference. 

• 

The end offset will be optional. If it is not included, or its value is −1, the bookmark will be treated as
a single point.

• 

A range doesn't seem particularly useful for scores, so the viewer can ignore end offsets.• 

Data model changes proposed for Version 2
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Support for opus window bookmarks:

Add a new type descriptor, "opus", for use with the opus window. • 
Opus bookmarks hold multiple instantiation references. Multiple will mean "exactly two" for version
2, but the data model will allow more, with the expectation that larger bookmarks may be desired in
the future. Since the Opus window is work−based, we use instantiations rather than containers.

• 

The instantiation reference to the audio recording will have priority. When an opus bookmark is
opened, the player portion of the opus window will be positioned correctly, and the score will be
synchronized with the position of the recording, regardless of whether an offset for the score is stored
in the bookmark.

• 

There must be some way for a combined bookmark to indicate which section of the work it
represents, in the case that a work has multiple sections that support synchronization, or if the user
wants to select a smaller portion of the work to open in the opus window. This will look like the
container reference, but with starting and ending points tied to the work structure instead of using
container offsets:

Field Mult. A/E Type

ID 1 E ID

Start Node 1 A Number

End Node 1 A Number

• 

The URL in an opus window bookmark will refer to both instantiations, but will only have an offset
for the recording.

• 

Change Log

12/20/2002 − Initial template (Ryan)• 
1/2/2003 − Added description of Version 1.0 bookmarks, and fleshed out proposed changes (Ryan)• 
1/3/2003 − Gave audio portion of combined bookmarks priority (Ryan, based on devteam comments)• 
1/6/2003 − Folders can be nested; added more comments to the offsets section (Ryan/Jim)• 
1/7/2003 − Simplified offset section, reflecting our decision to remove chunk references (Ryan)• 
1/10/2003 − Reformatting (Ryan)• 
1/13/2003 − Reworked examples, changed format of URL in opus bookmark (Ryan)• 
1/14/2003 − Removed some info that is now in the UI spec, cleaned up answered questions (Ryan)• 
1/22/2003 − Minor rewording, removed chunk info from sample opus bookmark (Ryan)• 
2/25/2003 − Cleaned up as a result of metadata meeting (Ryan)• 
4/7/2003 − Updated opus bookmark format, and added proposed general formats,  to comply with
XML style (Ryan)

• 

4/14/2003 − Update opus bookmark URL to only use one container_id field (Ryan)• 
4/17/2003 − Added FullName to keep data that we want in exported HTML (Ryan)• 
4/23/2002 − Corrected opus bookmark URL to include work information, and replaced container
information with instantiation information (Ryan)

• 

Data model changes proposed for Version 2
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Dates
(change log)

Our current implementation of dates is just strings. The version 1 data model doc says we will "convert to
internal numeric form" for more complex processing. Java has some built−in date support, but the parsing is
very brittle. To work with user−entered dates properly, we would need to specify all acceptable formats, and
come up with workarounds for approximate dates, etc.

For Version 2, it looks like we only need to search on dates that are created by the system (record
creation/modification). These will be in a standardized format, using the Java Timestamp object instead of our
Date object. Therefore, we should not need to make any changes to the data model for dates.

Change Log

12/20/2002 − Initial template (Ryan)• 
1/3/2003 − Fleshed out (Ryan)• 
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Indices
(change log)

Technically, indices are not part of the data model, but they are implemented alongside the data model, and
work very closely with the design of the model. These are used to support searching, and are briefly described
in the Data Model Specification Format and Code Generation document (not available online). 

No changes for these data types are proposed here, though some changes to these data structures may result
from the Searching page. This page is intended solely to document the current implementation.

Text Indices

The indexfield entries in the datamodel.xml file indicate fields that are used for text−based indexing. When
records are created or updated, any data in an indexed field is copied to an index table in the database. During
search, the index table is used to find matches and reference to the appropriate record.

NOTE: When work structures are indexed, only the title attributes of section elements go into the index.

Record Type Indexed Fields

Contributor Uniform Name, Variant Names

Work Uniform Title, Variant Titles, Structure

Container Display Title, Additional Titles

Keywords

Keyword search works a bit differently than the basic search, since keyword searching only applies to
containers, and fields associated with other record types (eg. works, contributors) must be used in the keyword
index.

When a new container is created, its entry in the keyword index is initialized with the display title, so minimal
searching can be performed. (This is done through normal processing, as described above). However, when
entities are updated, the keyword index is not changed. This prevents the entry in the keyword index from
being reset to just a title after it has been filled with more useful information.

Periodically, a separate program runs to calculate the keyword index. For each container record, it collects all
related works, instantiations, and creators. The contents of these records are then placed into the keyword
index for the container. The contents of all fields are added to the keyword index, except the
authoritative/administrative notes (which are not publicly viewable).

Change Log

12/20/2002 − Initial revision (Ryan)• 
1/7/2003 − Added link to searching, comments (Ryan)• 
2/5/2003 − Fleshed out (Ryan)• 
2/19/2003 − Updated information on fields that go into keyword index (Ryan)• 
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Low Bandwidth
(change log)

To allow users with low−bandwidth connections access to Variations2, media objects must be able to
hold/provide several files of differing speeds. This is preferable to containers having multiple media object
mappings, because it keeps instantiation bindings simple.

Proposed Changes

Each media object can optionally contain an AlternateBandwidths field. This field will list ID's of media
objects representing files with alternate encodings. Typically, a container will reference the media object with
the highest quality, and this media object will contain alternate bandwidth references to lower quality media
objects. It is assumed that alternate media objects have the same segmentation as the original media objects,
so bindings to the canonical media object will map seamlessly to the alternate objects.

We may prefer to hold references to all files in a single media object, repeating the file−specific information.
Which method is best?

Change Log

12/20/2002 − Initial revision (Ryan)• 
1/7/2003 − Added proposed changes (Ryan)• 
1/10/2003 − Added mention of keeping all file references in a single object (Ryan)• 
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Notes
(change log)

All of our major data types can have notes attached. The metadata group has requested some simplification in
the note types.

Metadata Group Requests / Proposed Changes

Delete the note types listed below, and remove any associated notes. Change the MARC import routine so that
it no longer imports these fields:

Contents, Creation/production credits, Participant or performer, Reproduction

Combine all remaining 5xx (bibliographic) types into the single note type "Descriptive". These notes will be
considered descriptive in nature and should display to the public. This includes the types:

General, Local, Other, With, Bibliography, Citation/references, Date/time and place of event,
Summary, Target audience, Original version

Keep the 6xx (authority) note types as−is. These notes should be considered administrative in nature and will
not display to the public. This includes the types:

History reference, General explanatory reference, Nonpublic general, Source data found,
Source data not found, Biographical or historical, Public general, Subject example tracing,
Deleted heading information, Application history

Leave the "Administrative" note type for local/temporary notes. These notes should be considered
administrative in nature and will not display to the public.

Change the administrative interface such that only the Descriptive and Administrative note types are available
for container/instantiation records and only the Administrative and 6xx series of note types are available for
work and contributor records.

We will create two separate groups of note types AuthorityNote and BibliographicNote, each with their own
vocabulary (note that the Administrative type will appear in both vocabularies.

Summarizing facts:

Descriptive is the only type used for public display in record view windows.• 
Display all types in record view windows for administrators.• 
Types appearing in container/instantiation (BibliographicNote): descriptive, administrative• 
Types appearing in work/contributor (AuthorityNote): All types except descriptive• 

Change Log

12/23/2002 − Initial revision (Ryan)• 
1/10/2003 − Working on integration with metadata group proposal... (Ryan)• 
1/13/2003 − Greatly simplified, based on talks with metadata group (Ryan)• 
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1/16/2003 − Added note, updating current status (Ryan)• 
2/3/2002 − Added revised metadata group requests (Ryan)• 
2/6/2003 − Added summary, and some questions (Ryan)• 
2/19/2003 − Updated resolved issues from metadata meeting (Ryan)• 
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Searching
(change log)

To fulfill our requirements for improved searching, particularly highlighting of matched terms, we will change
the indexing process to aid in identifying the location of a match (uniform name, variant name, work structure,
etc.) We also need to provide a method for the client to deal with values that indicate the "goodness" of a
match. This facilitates operation with content−based searching systems, where exact matches are not
possible. 

Highlighting Matched Terms

During indexing, when the server puts an entry in the text index, it also puts the name of the field that
generated the entry. When a record is looked up using the index, the name of this field and the contents is put
in the resultant metadata. For example, if the user searches for creator "Bach", this metadata would be
returned:

<TextMatches>
   <TextMatch>
      <Id>IU/Contributor/4870</Id>
      <FieldName>uniformName</FieldName>
      <Text>Bach, Carl Philipp Emanuel</Text>
   </TextMatch>
   <TextMatch>
      <Id>IU/Contributor/1015</Id>
      <FieldName>uniformName</FieldName>
      <Text>Bach, Johann Sebastian</Text>
   </TextMatch>
   <TextMatch>
      <Id>IU/Contributor/1015</Id>
      <FieldName>variantName</FieldName>
      <Text>Bach, Juan S</Text>
   </TextMatch>
   ...
</TextMatches>

Note that the example above is incomplete. Johann Sebastian Bach has many variant names, and all variants
that match the search criteria would be returned.

This approach has several advantages over other possible approaches:

It is simple and fast for the server to compute.• 
It allows the actual text of matching names to be sent, even if the client does not specifically request
variant names.

• 

The server can create this data directly in XML, without changing the existing data model. (Though to
be placed in a result set, we will need a new java object to hold the XML.)

• 

Relevance/Similarity Scores

Along with the new metadata for highlighting matched terms, the result set should be able to hold an optional
list of relevance/similarity scores for ordering result lists. This would look like:

Searching 13



<RelItems>
   <RelItem value="0.3">IU/Work/1114</RelItem>
   <RelItem value="0.2">IU/Work/8036</RelItem>
</RelItems>

This list of values may be generated by the Variations 2 server, or it may come from some external source.
The client will use this list (if available) to sort result sets. Even when this list is present, users will still have
any other sorting options that are normally present on the result screens.

Proposed Changes

There are no changes proposed to the data model. All of the proposals on this page deal with additions to the
text index, and additions to the format of search result sets. The actual records will not be changed.

Change Log

12/20/2002 − Initial revision (Ryan)• 
1/7/2003 − A bit of rewording (Ryan)• 
1/14/2003 − Added thoughts about additional documentation (Ryan)• 
2/7/2003 − Complete revision (Ryan)• 
2/10/2003 − Changed name of relevance scores from "score" to "relScore" (Ryan)• 
2/20/2003 − Updated XML formats to reflect our style decisions (Ryan)• 

Data model changes proposed for Version 2
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Structures and Bindings
(change log)

Since the existing data model specification only briefly describes the format of work/container structures and
bindings, the Version 1.0 model is described below.

Version 1 Structures

In the tables below, the A/E column indicates whether the field is stored as an attribute or an element when
stored as XML.

Work Structure

Each node within a work structure has an ID number, which is used by items that bind to this structure.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Label 1 A Text

ID 1 A Number

Section 0..Many E Section

Section

Sections can contain other sections, to provide hierarchical work structures. The title of a section is optional.
While every section must have a label, a title is generally used for portions of a work that can stand on their
own (like an aria).

Field Mult. A/E Type

Title 0..1 A Text

Type 1 A
Section Type Descriptor (Act, Movement, Section,
etc.)

Label 1 A Text

ID 1 A Number

Section 0..Many E Section

Container Structure

Field Mult. A/E Type

Label 1 A Text

Item 0..Many E Item
Item

An Item is a particular piece of a container, such as a CD. Many containers will only have one item.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Label 1 A Text

Structures and Bindings 15



Div 0..Many E Div

Chunk 0..Many E Chunk

Div

A Div is used to indicate sections of a container that need a particular grouping, such as the table of contents
in a score.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Label 1 A Text

ISRC 0..1 A Text (International Standard Recording Code)

Div 0..Many E Div

Chunk 0..Many E Chunk

Chunk

A chunk is the smallest portion of a container that can be represented, typically a single page of a score or
single track of a CD. The main purpose of Chunk is to put a label on a Content Interval.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Label 1 A Text

ISRC 0..1 A Text (International Standard Recording Code)

Content Interval 1 E Content Interval

Content Interval

Field Mult. A/E Type

Media Ref 1 A ID (of a MediaObject)

Begin 1 A Number

End 1 A Number
Structure Bindings

Each instantiation has a list of bindings that connect its media objects to the relevant nodes of a work
structure.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Structure ID 1 A ID (of a Work)

Binding 0..Many E Binding

Binding

Field Mult. A/E Type

Node Ref 1 A Number (ID of a section in the work structure)

Content Interval 1 E Content Interval

Data model changes proposed for Version 2
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Sample Structures

<WorkStructure label="Symphonies, no. 7, op. 92, A major (Ludwig van Beethoven)" id="1">
   <Section title="" type="Movement" label="I. Poco sostenuto −− Vivace" id="2">
      <Section title="" type="Section" label="Introduction" id="3"/>
      <Section title="" type="Section" label="Exposition" id="4"/>
      <Section title="" type="Section" label="Development" id="8"/>
      <Section title="" type="Section" label="Recapitulation" id="9"/>
      <Section title="" type="Section" label="Coda" id="10"/>
   </Section>
   <Section title="" type="Movement" label="II. Allegretto" id="5"/>
   <Section title="" type="Movement" label="III. Presto−Assai meno presto−Presto" id="6"/>
   <Section title="" type="Movement" label="IV. Allegro con brio" id="7"/>
</WorkStructure>

<ContainerStructure label="Symphony no. 7 in A major, op. 92 / Ludwig van Beethoven">
   <Item label="">
      <Div label="Title Pages">
         <Chunk label="[i]">
            <ContentInterval end="1" begin="0" mediaRef="IU/MediaObject/4031"/>
         </Chunk>
         <Chunk label="[ii]">
            <ContentInterval end="2" begin="1" mediaRef="IU/MediaObject/4031"/>
         </Chunk>
      </Div>
      <Div label="Table of Contents">
         <Chunk label="[iii]">
            <ContentInterval end="3" begin="2" mediaRef="IU/MediaObject/4031"/>
         </Chunk>
      </Div>
      <Div label="Instrumentation">
         <Chunk label="[iv]">
            <ContentInterval end="4" begin="3" mediaRef="IU/MediaObject/4031"/>
         </Chunk>
      </Div>
      <Div label="Symphony No. 7 in A major, op. 92">
         <Chunk label="[1]">
            <ContentInterval end="5" begin="4" mediaRef="IU/MediaObject/4031"/>
         </Chunk>
         <Chunk label="2">
            <ContentInterval end="6" begin="5" mediaRef="IU/MediaObject/4031"/>
         </Chunk>
      </Div>
   </Item>
</ContainerStructure>

<StructureBindings>
   <Binding nodeRef="1">
      <ContentInterval end="554707" begin="0" mediaRef="IU/MediaObject/5809"/>
   </Binding>
   <Binding nodeRef="2">
      <ContentInterval end="1043000" begin="554707" mediaRef="IU/MediaObject/5809"/> 
   </Binding>
   <Binding nodeRef="3">
      <ContentInterval end="1709000" begin="1043000" mediaRef="IU/MediaObject/5809"/> 
   </Binding>
</StructureBindings>

Data model changes proposed for Version 2
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Questions and Proposed Changes

Update description of bindings in data model documentation to better illustrate the differences between
container structures and work structures. Remove non−implemented "Structural Binding" from container
record.

Container structures are more complex than work structures. Within a work structure, different types of nodes
are indicated by the type attribute of each section. Within a container structure, different types of nodes are
indicated by completely different data types. Is there a reasoning behind this? Couldn't items hold items and
content intervals, removing the need for divs and chunks? It's a bit of work to change this, since references to
the current structure are made heavily in the version 1 implementation, but would be worthwhile if it
simplified things. The best approach is probably to simplify the code a bit first, and wait to see exactly what
we would gain by simplifying the container structure representation.

In practice, the Structure ID of a binding is not used, since an instantiation already has a manifestWorkRef
that indicates the work being bound. Remove this.

The container record has a field called "Contained Collective Works". None of our containers currently use
this field. No one knows what it is for. Remove it.

Change Log

1/2/2003 − Initial version (Ryan)• 
1/10/2003 − Updated ISRC information, removed StructureBindings comments (this was fixed) 
(Ryan)

• 

1/13/2003 − Added sample structures (Ryan)• 
3/26/2003 − Decided to remove "Contained Collective Works" (Ryan)• 

Data model changes proposed for Version 2
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Synchronization
(change log)

Synchronizing audio recordings and score pages is one of the largest tasks for version 2. This page attempts to
describe in as much detail as possible how the data model will support synchronization. Some of the material
on this page refers to user interface issues, and may eventually be moved to the UI spec.

Proposed Usage
Creating detailed bindings for a piece:

Before instantiations can be bound at the measure level, the work structure must have
measure−level detail. Measure objects will have both a label and an ID number so they can be
displayed and bound properly. The ID number will be similar to the ID numbers used
elsewhere in the work structure, and they will be unique. That is, if a movement has ID
number 3, it is not possible for a measure to have ID 3, though there will almost definitely be
a measure with label "3". In fact, there should be a measure with label "3" in each movement. 

Audio binding: 

The cataloger plays the audio, and clicks each time a measure begins. Each
click creates a binding. Use standard bindings, just as with higher−level
portions of the work structure.

Score binding:

For each score page, the cataloger enters a measure number that corresponds
to the first measure on the page. This creates a binding from the page to the
correct measure in the work structure. 

Note: since the binding processes are done separately for each movement (or other major
section), it is assumed that all measure labels within a movement are unique.

Displaying measure numbers to the user:

The measure labels stored in the work structure will only be displayed in the admin interface.
Most users want to see and use measure numbers that match the score they are viewing,
which are not necessarily the same as the work structure numbers. To accomplish this, each
binding (which connects the instantiation to the work structure) will need a label. Recordings,
which do not have measure numbers listed, will not use the label. A score will have labeled
bindings. When these labels are initially created, they will just be copied from the work
structure, but the catalogers will be able to edit them.

Indicating works that are bound to a level sufficient for synchronization:

Each instantiation will have a field called "bindingLevel" that is automatically updated when
the bindings are changed. This field will be used by the search interface to identify
instantiations (and their works) that can be opened in the opus window. Even though this is
not strictly necessary, it allows us to avoid adding complexity to the search process. Without
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this field, each instantiation would need to be compared to the relevant work structure, to see
if any of the bindings were attached to measure nodes.

When the user chooses to open a work in the opus window, all instantiations of this work with
measure−level bindings will be displayed. It may be helpful for the user to get a visualization
of the bindings, so they can see whether two instantiations have measure level bindings for
corresponding movements/sections. The interface may not allow the user to open these
instantiations if there are no corresponding bindings, or it may end up being easier to allow
any two instantiations of the same work to open in the opus window, and just sync as close as
possible using the given bindings. 

Moving to a specific measure (or work section):

When the user asks to move to a specific measure, the instantiation binding is used to look up
the corresponding work structure ID. Note that this is the instantiation binding for the score,
since audio recordings do not display measure numbers. Each container will then be moved to
the beginning of the binding that references this ID. This is very similar to current
player/viewer behavior when the user clicks on the work structure tree. The main difference is
the added step of finding the proper work structure ID from the given measure number.

Implementation detail: it is possible, even likely, that the user will have a work (or portion of
a work) open in the opus window that has measures with duplicate labels (eg. each movement
has a measure labeled "3"). In this case, the open containers will be moved to the position
indicated by the lexically closest measure that matches (eg. move to the measure labeled "3"
of the current movement). If the selected measure is involved in a repeat, the audio/score will
move to the first occurrence of the repeated measure (see below).

Playing a piece or clicking on the audio slider, automatically turning pages:

The recording has priority on the the opus window. When it is playing, as each new measure
is reached, the window will check whether the score page should be updated. This is similar
to the player's current behavior for updating the structure tree.

Manually turning pages, and automatically updating the audio:

When a page is turned manually, the starting measure of the page will be looked up, and the
audio will be set to this position.

Bindings with repeats:

Audio:

When there is a repeat, multiple bindings will be created for some measures.
During playback, the binding for the current offset will be used to look up the
correct measure number (label) from the work structure. The fact that some
measures have multiple bindings will not affect the playback, as long as each
portion of the audio file is bound to exactly one measure.

Implementation note: This already works in the player and the admin
interface. For an example, see the IU_RYAN database. Play
IU/Container/4339 while viewing the work structure on the form tab. The
first song (Liebliche Stern) has test bindings that pretend the song has the
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structure ABCBCDBD.

Score:

Bind as normal, and repeats will be handled automatically by the processing
described above.

Repeat written out in score A, but not in score B:

In the event that there are multiple versions of a score, some with repeats written out, and
some with repeats denoted normally, the work structure will have a single representation. It
would be best if this is the representation used in the most common form of the score.
Individual scores may have more or fewer measures than are represented in the work
structure.

If the work structure has too few measures for the score:

That is, the work structure was originally created for a score with repeats
written with repeat signs, but the score being entered has the repeats written
out. This causes a minor problem. When the recording gets to the repeated
section, the score will automatically jump to the page that started the repeat,
rather than continuing on. The pages with duplicate material will be skipped. 

To fix this problem, it would be possible to go back to the work structure and
add extra measures, but all audio instantiations of this work would need to be
updated to take advantage of the extra measures, or they would not be used
properly during playback. Score instantiations would also need to be updated
as described below.

If the work structure has too many measures for the score:

That is, the work structure was created for a score with repeats written out,
and the score being entered has these sections written with repeat signs.
When the new score is bound, some pages will have multiple bindings to
handle the repeat. That is, page 7 may have a binding to measure 50 and a
binding to measure 80. When the recording gets to measure 80, an update
will be issued, telling the score to turn to the page with measure 80. The
score will turn to page 7.

Implementation note: scores will need to allow multiple bindings for a single
page to make this work properly. This doesn't affect the data model, but we
need to update admin interface for entering these bindings.

Cadenzas:

Cadenzas can vary in ways more complex than repeats. A composer may or may not write
one out, but there are works for which several cadenzas have been created (both in audio and
score) by a variety of famous performers. These will vary in musical content and total number
of measures. 

In general, we will treat the entire cadenza as a single measure. If the cadenza was written as
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part of the original work, it may be bound as a normal set of measures (though still just a
single measure, if it is written without barlines). When cadenzas span multiple pages, users
will need to turn the pages on their own.

We will not bind cadenzas that appear in an appendix to the score. (Or any other information
in the appendix, for that matter.)

Cuts:

Cuts are simple: just bind whatever exists in the instantiation. The recording will play as
normal, and the bindings will automatically cause scores, measure numbers, etc. to skip to the
correct place at the end of the cut. This mechanism already works in the admin interface and
player. For example, in the IU_RYAN database, IU/Container/4339 has no bindings for work
structure sections X and Y.

Proposed Changes

The version 1 data model was designed with synchronization in mind, so the actual changes needed are
minimal:

Add a new type called Measure to the WorkStructureSection vocabulary. This will allow new sections to be
created in the work structure with the type "Measure". 

Add an optional label attribute to the binding data type, for storage and display of instantiation−specific
measure numberings.

Add a new field called "bindingLevel" to the instatiation data type that will facilitate searching for
instantiations that can be opened in the opus window. The will be a controlled−vocabulary field, with legal
values of "Measure" and "Outline". This field will be automatically filled depending on the bindings that have
been entered for a particular instantiation.

Change Log

12/20/2002 − Initial revision (Ryan)• 
1/9/2003 − Completed first full draft (Ryan/Jim)• 
1/9/2003 − Added initial thoughts on cadenzas (Ryan/Caitlin)• 
1/14/2003 − Updated cadenza section, highlighted question in changes section (Ryan)• 
2/6/2003 − Minor edits (Ryan)• 
2/11/2003 − Changed "measureLevelBinding" flag into a more flexible "bindingLevel" vocabulary
(Ryan/Mark)

• 
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Timelines
(change log)

For version 2.0, we are introducing the Timeliner tool. This tool will enable users to create, modify, and save
Timeline objects.

Proposed Data Model

In the tables below, the A/E column indicates whether the field is stored as an attribute or an element when
stored as XML. All colors are stored as RGB values.

Timeline

A timeline holds information about the line itself, as well as the tree of bubbles.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Auto−scaling on 1 A Boolean

Background Color 1 A Color

Black and White Bubbles 1 A Boolean

Bubble Height 1 A Number

Bubble Type 1 A Number

Editable 1 A Boolean

Length 1 A Number

Media Offset 1 A Number

Media Length 1 A Number

Media Content 1 A Container ID

Play when Bubble Clicked 1 A Boolean

Resizable 1 A Boolean

Stop Playing at End of Selection 1 A Boolean

Timepoint Times Visible 1 A Boolean

Title 1 A Text

Timepoint List 1 E List of Timepoints

Bubble Tree 1 E Bubble

Bubble Level Colors 0..1 E List of Colors

Bubble

The bubbles are arranged in a tree. A single root bubble encloses all other bubbles. The root bubble does not
get displayed by the timeliner interface. Even though it is usually possible to calculate a bubble's level from
the tree, we will explicitly store the levels. This makes tree processing easier, since a bubble's parent is not
necessarily one level up. It also allows for the future possibility of users manually adjusting levels.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Color 0..1 A Color
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Level 1 A Number

Label 0..1 A Text

Annotation 0..1 E Text

Bubble 0..Many E Bubble

Timepoint

The time points are stored separately from the bubbles. Each point can have an annotation, and serves as the
left edge of one or more bubbles.

Field Mult. A/E Type

Label 0..1 A Text

Offset 1 A Number

Annotation 0..1 E Text

Sample Timeline

Here is a sample timeline that has four bubbles across the base, with the last two grouped together:

<Timeline BWBubbles="true" autoscale="true" bgColor="255,255,204" 
bubbleHeight="40" bubbleType="1" clickPlay="false" editable="true" 
length="914" mediaContent="IU/Container/4888" mediaLength="119000" 
mediaOffset="469893" resizable="true" stopPlay="false" 
title="Timeline: Schubert, Die Forelle" visibleTimes="false">
   <LevelColors>
     <LevelColor>166,202,240</LevelColor> 
     <LevelColor>255,255,120</LevelColor> 
     <LevelColor>255,200,100</LevelColor> 
   </LevelColors>
   <Timepoints>
      <Timepoint offset="0"/> 
      <Timepoint offset="10233" label="X">
         <Annotation>my favorite spot</Annotation>
      </Timepoint>
      <Timepoint offset="33949"/>
      <Timepoint offset="44000"/>
      <Timepoint offset="49000"/>
      <Timepoint offset="119000"/>
   </Timepoints>
   <Bubble color="166,202,240" level="3">
      <Bubble color="100,100,0" label="hello" level="1">
         <Annotation>blah</Annotation>
      </Bubble>
      <Bubble level="1"/>
      <Bubble level="2">
         <Bubble level="1"/>
         <Bubble level="1"/>
      </Bubble>
   </Bubble>
</Timeline>

Change Log

12/20/2002 − Initial template (Ryan)• 
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1/20/2003 − Added initial description of timeline data types (Brent/Ryan)• 
1/21/2003 − Minor revisions (Brent/Ryan)• 
1/21/2003 − Simplifications −− removed bubble nodes, other redundant info (Brent/Ryan)• 
2/25/2003 − Updated XML sample for style changes (Ryan)• 
3/05/2003 − Further updates (Brent)• 
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XML Style
(change log)

Our XML representations need a consistent style. This will help us to translate between our various XML
representations, as well as pave the way for the eventual creation of a DTD or schema. We currently use XML
in these contexts:

The XML form of the core metadata, used when data is pulled out of the database by the client, or
when data is dumped or loaded.

1. 

Items stored as XML within the database (eg. work structures)2. 
Items that can be exported as XML (eg. bookmarks, timelines)3. 
V2X files that send commands to the client.4. 
The XML file that describes/defines the data model.5. 
XML communication between client and server (see the Searching page).6. 

Proposed Style

All items should follow consistent capitalization. We have already standardized on camelCase for XML
attributes. Elements should be MixedCase (aka UpperCamelCase). This already exists for XML types 1 and 2.
We will need to change types 3, 4, 5, and 6 to be consistent with this.

Do not allow underscores in XML attribute/element names. The V2X files are the only place this rule is
currently violated.

Avoid name collisions. For example, the container element in the database is not the same as the container
element in bookmarks. (This container element should probably be the same as the container reference in the
V2X format.)

When deciding whether a field should be stored as an XML element or attribute, try to make the "data"
elements, and the "metadata" attributes, while realizing that there is not a clear distinction between the two.
Sun's XML guidines are moderately helpful.

When possible, the name for a list of items should be the plural of the name for an individual item. For
example, a list of <VariantName> elements is enclosed in a <VariantNames> element.

Change Log

2/17/2003 − Initial specification (Ryan/Don)• 
2/18/2003 − Standardized capitalization, cleaned up attribute/element language (Ryan/Don)• 
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Library Architecture
The purpose of the discussion is to define the necessary terminology and to discuss how to better support

current development/cataloging/production server configuration1. 
installation of separate servers in satellite sites2. 
possible collaborating in search/cataloging between the multiple servers.3. 

While collaborative cataloging was not explicitly mentioned in the grant proposal, it seems to be a necessary
focus of investigation if we intend Variations2 to ever find much use outside of IU. This means that it's good
to work through the implications, even if we don't end up implementing very much of it.

First, some concepts:

Library Name (aka Library): The first part of a Variations2 ID. We currently have only one library, called IU.
The library name identifies the conceptual name space in which entities exist. There may be many server
instances providing services from the same library: some will be for production, some will be for cataloging,
some will be for testing, and each associated repository will exist in various states of completeness, but ID
numbers will always be consistent between them.

Service Name (aka Server): The access point of service provided by a Variations2 server application. Clients
need to know the server host name and the Service Name to access a specific server. We currently have at
least five servers, with names including IU, IU_CAT, and IU_TEST. All of these provide access to the same
content (the IU library), but some are incomplete, some run newer versions of the software for development
purposes, etc. A Service Name is similar to a TCP port. There may be several applications running on the
same host, each running a different version of code, and representing a different library.

Metadata Repository: Each repository contains meta data of one library. In theory, multiple services could use
a single repository, but we currently use a separate copy of the repository for each service. In the current
implementation, a repository is mapped to a DB2 schema. Clients do not need to know the repository name
(schema name).

Content Repository: Each repository contains audio/image contents of one library. In current implementation,
it is mapped to a Unix directory (and all services currently use the same one). Clients do not need to know the
repository name.

In short, client access the server by host name and service name.

When a server starts, it needs to know its Service Name, and the mapping of its Library Name to
corresponding metadata and content repositories (the content repositories may be remote).

Where do we store the records?

To this point, all of the records have been stored at a single site. When other sites begin cataloging, they will
probably want some amount of control over records representing items in their collections. Our options are:

Everyone keeps their own records, and copies from other sites opportunistically:
a lot of duplicate and inconsistent cataloging would get done♦ 
to some extent, a site could only copy records from sites it trusts, or data would become♦ 

1. 
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corrupted
There is "master" copy at the site that first created the record

difficult to know who has what, so would need to search every institution to find a master,
unless a central site had a directory

♦ 

this still has the possibility of inconsistent versions, if some sites aren't aware of each other's
records

♦ 

2. 

There is a "master" copy of everything at a central site, but local, editable copies at each site
similar to current cataloging practice (as in OCLC)♦ 

3. 

There is only one site, and all cataloging is done using that library
simple to implement (it's already done)♦ 
potential conflicts of one group making a change and another group changing it back♦ 
IPR issues of cataloging content that is not owned by the central site♦ 
each local site is at the mercy of the central site for updates and corrections (only authorized
catalogers using the master site can make changes, so individual sites must wait for
corrections to be made)

♦ 

4. 

The devteam generally thinks that option #3 is best. This keeps a single source of authoritative, consistent
information, while allowing local sites to make corrections or changes for local user needs.

How do we handle ID numbers?

Suppose UIUC has a separate server and they want to start doing their own cataloging. They would like to use
the records (e.g. contributors and works) that we have already cataloged. Should they import our records and
change the IDs into their UIUC name space or just keep the IDs and IU name space?

Options:

Everyone has their own IDs, and they generate new IDs when they import records
should store the original ID somewhere, in case you want to update the record from the
master site

♦ 

when importing objects, must make sure that linked objects get ID's changed correctly
(though this shouldn't be too difficult if the original ID is stored)

♦ 

1. 

Everyone uses a standard set of IDs, which are registered at a central location
this is like having a single, global library, with each site running a different service♦ 
no linking problems between metadata objects♦ 
must have some way to generate ID numbers at a central site to avoid conflicts, so local sites
would not be able to add new records when the central site is down

♦ 

if we choose option #3 for the first question, this seems the most obvious choice, since the
central site will already have copies of all records

♦ 

2. 

Everyone has their own set of IDs, but also reference authority records in a standard ID space
this is the same as #1 if users only import records from a central authority, but slightly
different if records can be imported from other locations

♦ 

must have some way to generate ID numbers at a central site to avoid conflicts♦ 

3. 

What about distributed searching?

Distributed searching is difficult. We certainly won't be tackling it any time in the near future. In fact, this
would be a great target for future grant proposals. Some of the issues involved:

Data model changes proposed for Version 2
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How would a server store information about collections held by other servers? Our data model is
much more complex than the text documents that have previously been used in distributed systems
(eg. keeping statistics of term frequencies would be useless).

• 

How does a particular server decide which other servers it searches? Only a central server, or take a
more P2P approach?

• 

Will distributed searching actually be necessary? That is, will the metadata repository ever grow large
enough that it won't fit on a single machine? Perhaps not, but performance issues may still require
some form of distributed searching.

• 

Do we allow each server to serve multiple libraries?

In other words, can/should a server hold metadata about the content repositories of other libraries? The
advantage would be the ability to search across multiple libraries without the complexities of distributed
searching. This is really a question of whether the benefits are large enough to deal with the complexity of
implementing it. Thoughts:

If we end up with a single library, this question will be irrelevant.• 
When a cataloger tries to create a new record, he/she has to specify the library name, which may or
may not a problem. (Can just have a default name to use with new records.)

• 

We may also need to rearrange the search interface to accommodate this.• 
The data model would need to allow for knowledge of media object locations. Full path names, or just
ID numbers? Does it allow this already?

• 

If two libraries hold the same container, would the metadata include information about media objects
in both locations, or only one?

• 

What do we do with the content repositories? 

Can we share media objects using the same model as the metadata? Do the filenames need to be changed into
something more like a MediaObject ID? Technically this should be no problem. However, IPR issues may
make this more difficult.

Change Log

4/2/2003 − Initial revision (George/Ryan)• 
4/7/2003 − Organized, added questions (George)• 
4/9/2003 − Reordered, added comments (Ryan)• 
4/16/2003 − Cleaned up the language, fleshed out some sections (Ryan)• 
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Future Considerations
(change log)

Listed here are items which are not specifically required for version 2.0, but may be desirable.

User Preferences

Users may want to save their preferences. This could include the administrative setting to show hidden
records, window positions, recently viewed/listened items

Access Control

Eventually, we will need to limit access to materials based on usernames, groups, and/or locations. This is
outlined in the version 1 data model document, but has not been fully designed (or implemented).

Change Log

12/20/2002 − Initial revision (Ryan)• 
1/13/2003 − Some cleanup (Ryan)• 
1/14/2003 − Removed record access question (Ryan)• 
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